Mozambique tours
Ponta Mamoli
Just 3 days
Ponta Mamoli

Set amongst the dunes overlooking the sparkling Indian Ocean, Ponta Mamoli is an idyllic beach paradise about
100km south of Maputo and 25km from the Kosi Bay/South Africa border post. White Pearl Resorts, Ponta Mamoli
is the last stop before the Maputo Elephant Reserve on the Lagoon Coast.
Whether diving on exclusive reefs, deep-sea fishing, horse-riding, snorkelling, or just meandering along the beach,
Ponta Mamoli – previously voted as one of the top 10 beaches in Africa, is definitely the place to visit.
A number of rare and varied ecosystems can be found in the area, namely; magnificent unspoilt expanses of
beach, endemic rich woody grasslands, dry savannas, swamp forests, fresh water coastal lakes and floodplains
characterised by expanses of reed beds, bulrushes and papyrus.
Day 1: friday: Transfer from Maputo to Ponta Mamoli ( 3 nights in White Pearl Resorts, including breakfast and
dinner)
Ponta Mamoli (Half Board)

White Pearl Resorts, Ponta Mamoli, offers the ultimate in barefoot luxury in Africa. Experience elegant simplicity at
this exclusive beach resort set in the dunes of the untouched shores of southern Mozambique. On a magnificent
stretch of coastline, tucked behind casuarinas trees, White Pearl Resorts, Ponta Mamoli promises to earn the
reputation for being the jewel of the Indian Ocean. With us you can feel free to sip cocktails in your private plunge
pool, indulge in sumptuous traditional cuisine, head out on a deep sea fishing adventure or escape from it all by
exploring rich coral reefs with our qualified dive instructors. Our stylish suites, each with a view of the vast and
spectacular Indian Ocean present you with cool coastal comfort. At White Pearl Resorts we’ve taken the utmost
care to ensure you experience pure relaxation accompanied by warm and welcoming Mozambican hospitality.
Shoes are strictly optional.
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Mozambique tours
Ponta Mamoli
Just 3 days
Activities
Day 2: Saturday: Horse Riding , duration 1h
Explore the natural bush surrounding White Pearl Resorts, Ponta Mamoli on horseback. Gallop along a bush trail,
weaving through indigenous flora and fauna and enjoy spectacular views of the ocean from high-up vantage points.
All rides are professionally managed to ensure an enjoyable experience for all ages and levels of experience.
Day 3: Sunday: Beach Picinic for two and Dolphin trips
Enjoy a picnic on the beach for lunch. Our chef will prepare delicious Portuguese styled tapas – inspired by the
seasons and allowing you the opportunity to experience the best tastes Mozambique has to offer.
Dolphin trips (1 hour and 30 minutes)
Includes boat ride, mask, snorkel and fins. So rich in sea life are the waters off White Pearl Resorts, Ponta Mamoli
that it feels as if you have been transported into a giant natural aquarium. Discover spectacular underwater
displays of colourful corals and lively fish as you float in the azure waters of the Indian Ocean. Enjoy a snorkelling
trip to a nearby reef; while you explore, our crew will be on the lookout for pods of silvery, glistening Bottlenose
Dolphins which regularly glide through these waters. We have a special licence to take a maximum of eight guests
on this amazing outing where you’ll have the chance to encounter these majestic and friendly marine creatures up
close. Interaction with the dolphins is strictly monitored and controlled in line with conservation guidelines.

Day 4: Monday: After breakfast, Transfer from Ponta Mamoli to Maputo

The package include:





Accommodation in ponta mamoli 3 nights
Activities in ponta mamoli
Road transfer or
Helicopter transfer (From maputo to white pearl resorts, ponta mamoli , duration: an approximate
30min scenic flight, where you will be given an overview of mozambique, its history and the area’s
various fauna and flora).

Total price with activites in Ponta Mamoli and Road Transfer: USD 2439 PER COUPLE
Total price with activites in Ponta Mamoli and Helicopiter Transfer: USD 3150 PER COUPLE
Total Price without activites in Ponta Mamoli with Road Transfer: USD 2184 PER COUPLE
Total Price without activites in Ponta Mamoli with Helicopiter Transfer: USD 2895 PER COUPLE
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